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Mac Pro Which Usb Port For Audio Interface

Logic immedaitely reads apogee interfaces and overall i believe apogee is higherquality overall due to this and the conversion
and connectivity.. They both have their wins, i just love apogee Youll be happy either way in reality, stick to needs based on
budget and dont spend more based on a review.. Usb is a bus, its in the name To answer your question, you can use any
interface! Get the correct adapter and youll be good.. Still go apogee and use logic pro! Also get a backup drive for time
machine backups please for the love of god.. The converters are still talked about to this day too UA is nice too, but needing to
launch that extra GUI is bulky.. Its in the shape of the usb-c branded port astheticly, but the technology housed in the port is
thunderbolt 3 (another name i think it was invented under is Alpine Ridge, but i could be confusing it with the prevouis name,
its still 'something Ridge' i believe, google it.. Im gonna suggest a thunderbolt interface as having basicly no latency when
tracking the the shiznit! I have an Apollo but i wish i waited for the newest Ensemble from Apogee.

If your trying to get a vintage sounding ep, try using guitar pedals as outboard gear and not using digital plugins.. Maybe a
thunderbolt 1-2-3 one!!You can use it to track to and host audio files also cuz your gonna run out of storage fast.. Similarly,
office pics are generally considered low-effort fluff, image posts should have some point other than karma and promote
discussion Check out our Discord server! Weekly Posts Upcoming AES Events AES@NAMM Pro Sound Symposium: Live &
Studio 2019 January 24-27 • Anaheim Hilton Hotel Concurrent with The 2019 NAMM Show Hands-On Training • Technical
Presentations Career Development • Expert Presenters Location: Anaheim, CA USA Venue: Anaheim Hilton Hotel More info
at the.. Also UA tries damn hard to sell you their plugins, and it will work I like the apollo, and for me it has features at benefit
me more than the apogee offers as i do as much creation of electronic music as i do track live music, but one day I want to only
track audio and apogee will be my choice for sure.. It will sound more colored and real. The best Audio Interface for MacBook
Pro and other Apple products would have to be the Avid Mbox as the best device to complement the powerful hardware of your
laptop.. This is the best answer Rofl • • • • Apogee has essentially integrated services with apple computers.. Read Before
Posting! Posts should be made to inform or facilitate discussion Any post with the intent to self-promote, sell products or
services, or are appeals for money / funding will most likely be removed.
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If youre saying you just bought the new MBP and not the newish MacBook than the new MBP has whats more truely called
Thunderbolt 3.. Do not post pictures of text here, they will be removed This type of content should be posted in.. Go apogee if
posible Even if you get a firewire 400 or 800 interface, just get the right adapter or even a useful dock so you can invest in
something multiported and super useful.. The difference between thunderbolt and usb is thunderbolt technologies are full
duplex.. Being on a Tight Budget doesn’t mean you can’t buy a good audio interface These audio interfaces, made by companies
including M-Audio, Mark of the Unicorn (MOTU), Digidesign, and Edirol, feature at least one audio input and, in some cases,
MIDI in and out ports as well.. Thunderbolt 3 contains almost every datatransfer protocol such as every iteration of USB,
thunderbolt 1-2-3, and all variations of mini-display port technology.
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